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Description: After students ground themselves in the background of civil rights
activist, Fannie Lou Hamer, by drawing inferences from analyzing pictures,
quotes, and watching YouTube videos, they will create a historical marker
summarizing the legacy of Fannie Lou and her impacts on civil/voting rights.
Grade Level: Middle or High School
Subject: US History, Civics

Time: 2 50-minute class periods

Essential Question: How and why should Fannie Lou Hamer be remembered?
Objectives - The students will:
•
•
•

Analyze data to derive general facts and form inferences about the
contributions and struggles of Fannie Lou Hamer as well as voting and
civil rights issues in Mississippi.
Draw conclusions from evidence to describe the accomplishments and
legacy of Fannie Lou Hamer
Construct a historical argument regarding how Fannie Lou Hamer should
be memorialized

Standards: This lesson meets NCSS and Common Core Standards
Common Core Standards:
Reading:
Cite textual evidence to support claims
Integrate information from multiple sources
Writing:
Write arguments focused on discipline-specific content.
NCSS Thematic Standards:
•
•
•

Time, Continuity, and Change
Power, Authority, and Governance
Civic ideals and practices

Key Vocabulary:
Civil Rights Movement
Freedom Summer

Segregation
SNCC

Voting Rights Act
MFDP

Background information for teacher (only) prior to teaching the lesson:
Teachers should become well-versed in the biography of Fannie Lou Hamer
before teaching this lesson.

Fannie Lou Hamer, known as the lady who was "sick and tired of being sick and
tired", was born on October 6, 1917 in Montgomery County, Mississippi. Fannie
was a civil rights activist whose passionate depiction of her own suffering in a
racist society helped focus attention on the plight of African Americans
throughout the South. While working with the Student Non-Violent Coordinating
Committee (SNCC), Hamer helped organize the 1964 Freedom Summer AfricanAmerican voter registration drive in her native Mississippi. At the Democratic
National Convention later that year, she was part of the Mississippi Freedom
Democratic Party (MFDP), and intended group of activists who openly
challenged the legality of Mississippi's all-white, segregated delegation. Hamer
spoke in front of the credentials committee in a televised proceeding that reached
millions of viewers. She told the committee how African- Americans in many
states across the country were prevented from voting through illegal tests, taxes
and intimidation. As a result of her speech, two delegates of the MFDP were
given speaking rights at the convention and the other members were seated as
honorable guests. Hamer was an inspirational figure to many involved in the
struggle for civil rights. She died on March 17, 1977,at the age of 59.
Materials:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create learning stations composed of quotes and pictures. (It is
recommended that each of the handouts are laminated and mounted on
the walls of the classroom to create “learning stations”)
YouTube Fannie Lou Hamer’s Powerful Testimony, “Freedom Summer”
clip 19 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=07PwNVCZCcY
YouTube Fannie Lou Hamer: Everyday Battle
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t_ah1RkWB9k
Chart paper/markers and self-adhesive (post-it) notes
Handout: Fannie Lou Hamer: A Historic Marker
Slides of Bronze Statue and actual historical marker in Ruleville, MS
Document camera

Day One: Examining Data
Introduction: Overview: Explain to students that they will be learning about a
time when most African-Americans in Mississippi were denied access to voting
rights and they will be introduced to a person who has largely been ignored by
history, Fannie Lou Hamer.
Warm-up: Make a connection to students’ lives. Project this question with the
students as class begins: “Imagine that you (because of your race, gender,
national origin, or other aspect of your identity) are not allowed to participate in
any school event – sports, plays, assemblies, field trips, awards ceremonies –
even graduation ceremonies. How would this affect your life? How would you feel
about it? What might you do?”
Students spend two minutes on a “quick write” answering this question. Students
spend two more minutes discussing their thoughts with a shoulder partner.

Gallery Walk: Tell students that this “inquiry” activity is designed for them to
become well-grounded in the background information of a voting and civil rights
activist, Fannie Lou Hamer. She is one of the unsung heroes of the Civil Rights
Movement. Our goal is to investigate her life in order to plan a fitting historical
marker for this noteworthy woman.
Procedure: Organize the walls of the classroom into a “gallery walk” with eight
learning stations (from #1 - #8 in any order) posted at each station. Groups of
three to four students will examine the evidence. Their group will try to develop a)
three general facts and b) one inference about the life and times of Fannie Lou
Hamer that they think is supported by the data/picture/quote, as well as chart
paper and markers to use to post statements. Have students think about “big
ideas” and themes that emerge.
Have groups post their statements around the classroom and stand next to their
chart paper. Give each group a small amount of self-adhesive notes of two
different colors, one that designates agreement, one that designates
disagreement. Each group should assign one member to stay with their list of
statements to explain, defend, and revise it as other student groups review the
group’s work. If they agree that the data supports a statement, they should place
a self-adhesive notes designating agreement next to the statement. If they do
not agree that the data supports a fact or inference, they should discuss the
statement with the representative of the group that came up with that statement
and place a self-adhesive note designing disagreement. When groups are
finished reviewing the lists, conduct a class discussion of the statements that
received general agreement about voting rights and Fannie Lou Hamer that are
supported by data/pictures. As students share their ideas, keep notes. Pay
particular attention to:
•
•

Patterns of insight and understanding.
Patterns of confusion or over-simplification

At the end of this activity, ask student to again “free write:” What were some of
the struggles and accomplishments of Fannie Lou Hamer? Allow students time
to write for two or three minutes. They can write anything they want, in any form,
but to try to write as steadily as they can.
Concluding the lesson:
•
•

Have students view the 3 minute YouTube video YouTube Fannie Lou
Hamer: Everyday Battle https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t_ah1RkWB9k
Students compare their conclusions they drew from the gallery walk with
the YouTube video. Have any of their conclusions changed or solidified
after seeing the video? Discuss their thinking with a shoulder partner.

Exit ticket: Return to essential question: How should Fannie Lou Hamer be
remembered? What pictures or quotes most influenced your opinion? Why?

Day 2: Creating a Historical Marker
Warm Up: Project this question with the students as class begins: Why would

we commemorate an historical event/person with a marker, sign, statue, or
plaque?
Students spend two minutes on a “quick write” answering this question and
spend two more minutes discussing their thoughts with a shoulder partner.

Lesson Launch: Have students view the 3-minute YouTube video: YouTube
Fannie Lou Hamer’s Powerful Testimony, “Freedom Summer” clip 19
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=07PwNVCZCcY!
Debrief: In her testimony before the credentials committee at the Democratic
Party's convention in Atlantic City, Hamer explained why the committee should
recognize the integrated Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party over the state's
segregated official party delegation.
• Why did President Lynden Johnson try to marginalize her? Running for reelection, he was determined not to alienate his white Southern delegates.
• How does her testimony add to your impression of Hamer?
Activity: Using slides or a document camera, display examples of markers

from your neighborhood, state, or region. Optionally, display a visual
“model” historical marker as an example for the students.
• Discuss why certain people or events might merit commemoration
over others.
• Set the stage: Project the slide provided (or display on the
document camera) the bronze statue of Fannie Lou Hamer located
in the Memorial Garden in Ruleville, MS.
Working in pairs, have students design an historical marker to accompany the
bronze statue that commemorates the legacy of Fannie Lou Hamer. Before
drafting the text, the need for the historical marker must be determined. Have
students discuss in pairs and debrief in large group the following questions:
General:
•
•
•
•

What needs explaining?
Who is the target audience of the sign?
What do you want the audience to know and learn?
How do you want the audience to feel?

Specifics:
•
•
•
•

How would you describe Fannie Lou Hamer? (think adjectives)
What were significant events in her life?
What was special, unusual, significant about her?
Why is the marker significant to the state and/or nation?

Small group work: Give students 15 minutes for discussion and planning.
Criteria:
•
•

Writing is factual, focused, succinct, and eloquent.
Provide clear examples based on reasoning/evidence for their inscription.

Peer feedback: Have students spend five minutes meeting with another pair to
critique their work.
•

What are the strengths of the work? Where do see area(s) that could be
improved?

Whole class work: Reconvene into the large group. Using a doc camera, ask for
a student volunteer from each group to present their historical markers (as time
allows). Follow-up question: What is the big idea or main theme you wanted the
audience to learn about the beliefs and actions of Fannie Lou Hamer?
Closure: Project the slides of the actual historical marker of Fannie Lou Hamer.
How does the actual marker compare with your descriptions/inscriptions?
Exit ticket: Some civil rights leaders such as Martin Luther King Jr. have
received a great amount of praise and recognition, but many different groups and
individuals ought to be remembered and recognized for their contributions.
Return to warm-up and the essential question: Why should Fannie Lou Hamer be
remembered?
Suggested Student Assessment: Have students create a flyer that announces
the unveiling of their historical marker. The announcement should describe the
memorial and historical marker and specifically mention why they chose to
represent her as they did.
Extension: If time allows, conduct the role-play activity from Civil Rights
Teaching of the MFDP and individuals at the Democratic National Convention in
Atlantic City in 1964. Fannie Lou Hamer was a key player in this event.
http://civilrightsteaching.org/wp4content/uploads/2014/07/MFDPLesson.pdf!
_____________________________________________________________________________
Resource: Lesh, Bruce A. Why Won’t You Just Tell Us the Answer?”: Teaching Historical
Thinking in Grades 7-12. Stonehouse Publishers: Portland, Maine. 2011.
This lesson is dedicated to and was inspired by Dr. Luther Brown, Director, NEH “Most Southern
Place…” for his passionate support of historical preservation of the Mississippi Delta’s blues
music and civil rights history though historical markers.

Pictures and Quotes for Fannie Lou Hamer Legacy Lesson
Station #1: Freedom Day, January 22, 1964, Hattiesburg (Miss.). "Riot squad" identified
and pictured in January 22, 1964, Hattiesburg American newspaper article as marching
down Pine Street to courthouse. . Zinn Project

Student!protesters!are!photographed!by!a!policeman!on!Freedom!Day!in!
Greenwood,!MS!in!1964.!!

!!

Station #2: A Hattiesburg resident (left) attempts to register to vote on Freedom
Day, January 22, 1964. Forrest County Circuit Clerk Theron Lynd (right) was notorious
for doing all he could to keep African Americans off the voting rolls. Zinn Project!

!
* I'll be back here every thirty days until I become a registered voter
Fannie Lou Hamer

from Civil Rights Teaching

Fannie Lou Hamer Quotes:
•

I had never heard, until 1962, that black people could register and vote

Station'#3:!!

Fannie Lou Hamer Quotes:
• They just kept beating me and telling me, "You nigger bitch,
we're gonna make you wish you were dead." ... Every day of
my life I pay with the misery of that beating.

• One of the men told me, ‘Get up from there fatso,’ and he
carried me outa that cell…They had me to lay down on this
bunk bed with my face down, and they had two black prisoners.
A lot of folks would say, ‘well, I woulda died before I’d done
that.’ But nobody know the condition that those prisoners was in
before they were s’posed to beat me. And I heard the highway
patrolman tell that black man, said, ‘If you don’t beat her, you
know what we’ll do to you.’ and he didn’t have no other choice.
• Sometimes it seem like to tell the truth today is to run the risk of
being killed. But if I fall, I'll fall five feet four inches forward in the
fight for freedom. I'm not backing off.
'

•

Nobody's free until everybody's free.

'
After!a!cross!is!burned!in!front!of!a!freedom!house,!it!is!turned!into!a!freedom!sign!
from!Mississippi%Freedom%Summer%–%1964'

Station'#4:''

Fannie Lou Hamer Quotes:

• in nationally-televised testimony to the Credentials Committee
of the Democratic National Convention, 1964: If the Freedom
Democratic Party is not seated now, I question America. Is this
America? The land of the free and the home of the brave?
Where we have to sleep with our telephones off the hook,
because our lives be threatened daily.
!
!

!

• One night I went to the church. They had a mass meeting. And
I went to the church, and they talked about how it was our right,
that we could register and vote. They were talking about we
could vote out people that we didn’t want in office, we thought
that wasn’t right, that we could vote them out. That sounded
interesting enough to me that I wanted to try it. I had never
heard, until 1962, that black people could register and vote.

!
Hamer!lifts!banner!at!the!1964!National!Democratic!Convention.!Photograph!by!
Fred!DeVan.!Photograph%courtesy%The%Tougaloo%College%Civil%Rights%Collection%at%the%
Mississippi%Department%of%Archives%and%History%

Station'#5:''

!
'

Fannie Lou Hamer Quotes:!
• I'm sick and tired of being sick and tired.
• “It’s time for America to get right.”
• “We serve God by serving our fellow man; kids are suffering
from malnutrition. People are going to the fields hungry. If you
are a Christian, we are tired of being mistreated.”
• “There is one thing you have got to learn about our movement.
Three people are better than no people.”

'

Station'#6:''

Fannie Lou Hamer (1917
-1977), American civil rights leader, fought in the 1960s for blacks to have the right to vote.
She went on to help blacks get elected and to fight against poverty. From Pitch Black Gold

'

Election!poster!for!Hamer’s!1971!run!for!the!
Mississippi!Senate.!Courtesy%The%Tougaloo%College%Civil%Rights%Collection%at%the%
Mississippi%Department%of%Archives%and%History'

Station'#7:''
!

•!“In!Mississippi,!fewer!than!9,000!of!the!147,000!voting4age!
African!Americans!were!registered!after!1890.!In!Louisiana,!
where!more!than!130,000!black!voters!had!been!registered!in!
1896,!the!number!had!plummeted!to!1,342!by!1904.”!
(jimcrowhistory.org)!
!

*!Within!4!years!after!the!Voting!Rights!Act!of!1965,!Mississippi!
led!the!nation!in!both!African!American!turnout,!74%,!and!the!
number!of!African!American!leaders!elected.!

. Zinn Project

Station #8: Photo of Fannie Lou Hamer and Chuck Neblett of SNCC Freedom Singers leading a group of
volunteers in singing Freedom Songs during the 2nd SNCC orientation at Western College for Women in
Oxford, OH, 1964 From Mississippi History Now

The song most associated with Fannie Lou Hamer was “This Little Light of Mine”

We shall overcome, someday...

At!the!end!of!every!mass4meeting!we!stand,!link!hands,!and!sing!"We%Shall%
Overcome%while!swaying!gently!from!side!to!side.!!!By%Herbert%Randall

!

Fannie Lou Hamer: A Historic Marker
The Mississippi Freedom Trail Commission has charged you with the development of a
historical marker that will be placed near her bronze statue in the Memorial Garden in
Ruleville, MS. Your task is to write the inscription for the marker that describes your
interpretation of Fannie Lou Hamer’s life and her legacy. Your inscription should take into
account Fannie Lou Hamer’s beliefs and the actions she took based on those beliefs.

Why I came to this decision (What evidence most impacted your decisions and why):!
!
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Fannie&Lou&Hamer&marker&inscrip1on:&
In&1962&at&the&age&of&44,&Hamer&tried&to&register&to&vote.&
The&next&day&she&was&ﬁred&from&her&job&on&the&planta1on&
next&of&here.&&She&became&a&civil&right&ac1vist,&opening&her&
Ruleville&home&to&Freedom&Summer&workers&and&other&
ac1vists.&She&earned&a&reputa1on&for&electrifying&speaking&
especially&as&a&delegate&of&the&Mississippi&Freedom&
Democra1c&Party&at&the&1964&Democra1c&Na1onal&
Conven1on.&&She&fought&racism,&injus1ce,&and&poverty&un1l&
her&death&in&1977.&

